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®CUVIS Joint  robot system for artificial joint surgery is the most advanced surgical 

equipment capable of 3D pre-planning, virtual surgery and precise cutting to provide 

accurate and precise surgery results.

It is a user-friendly surgical robot equipped with the values of Innovative, Flexibility and 

Easiness of use with the basic offering of accuracy and safety at its best.
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Overview



Fully finished femur with all the cuts and peg holes
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3D CT Base surgical planning

Key Features



Why Robotic Artificial Joint Surgery is good?

As each person has a different face, the shape of bone is also different. Meril’s artificial 
®joint surgical robot CUVIS Joint  shows the patient’s bone in 3D images, and the doctor 

can use those images for pre-planning of surgery personalized for the patient.

What’s as important as the precise surgical plan is to select and insert the personalized

artificial joint. The doctor uses robot to select an artificial joint for the patient and insert it

accurately.
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Personalized pre-planning

Pre-selection of artificial joint and precise insertion of artificial joint



®  
Precise cutting serves the optimum result. CUVIS Joint provides the correct alignment of 

a patient’s leg axis with the sub-millimeter dimensional accuracy and precise cutting for 

the optimal surgical outcome.

® 
CUVIS Joint reduces side effects like inequality of limb length, pulmonary embolism, and 

fracture. The risk of infection is also reduced because of fewer instruments in use than in 

conventional surgery.
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Precise cutting for sub-millimeter accuracy and optimum alignment

Reduction of side effect and reoperation

Why Robotic Artificial Joint Surgery is good?



Patients can decide upon robotic artificial joint surgery after consulting with the doctor

The patient is connected to the robot and stabilized for surgery. In the next stage, the 

doctor performs registration process to verify if the 3D image of the patient matches the 

original surgery site.

After registration process, robot reviews the data and cuts the bone precisely with 

respect to size, position, angle and direction of the implant decided during pre-surgery 

planning stage.

Insert and fix the decided implant for surgery conclusion.
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Cuvis Joint Knee Replacement Process



Flexibility 

Safety Accuracy

 Simplicity 
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Advantages of Cuvis Joint



- Measured Resection / Modified gap technique
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Surgical Process
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Intraoperative Assistance
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A surgeon must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when deciding whether to use a particular product when treating a particular patient. Meril does not dispense 
medical advice and recommends that surgeons be trained in the use of any particular product before using it in surgery. The information presented is intended to demonstrate the breadth of 
Meril’s product offerings.
 
A surgeon must always refer to the package insert, product label and/or instructions for use before using any of Meril’s products. Please contact your sales representative if you have 
questions about the availability of any of Meril’s products in your area. 
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